Art, technology & functionality

THE PERFECT COMBINATION TO ACHIEVE UNIQUE RESULTS.

KLEIN "Hotel design" brochure has been established to show designers and architects all the options of interior sliding doors to make your hotel environments elegant, modern and efficient.

KLEIN works as one with you and our local dealers to ensure complete satisfaction, from initial design and system selection through delivery and installation.

Not only can you consider the simple application of a single sliding door to your bathroom, but with KLEIN you can add glass walls as well as a variety of special systems such as self-closing, telescopic or corner synchronized glass doors to enhance your living environment.

Our "Hotel design" responds to the market trends for providing space saving design and welcoming more natural light. KLEIN helps you fulfill LEED project requirements as well.

Our team has many ways to help you design your hotel spaces, whether the design involves deluxe rooms, suites, bathrooms, lobbies or conference areas.

Let us bring it all together for you.
Consider KLEIN systems for your next design experience.

MAXIMIZE INTERIORS AND CREATE NEW SPACES WITHIN. ELIMINATE BOUNDARIES AND BRING LIGHT AND ARCHITECTURE TOGETHER IN THE MOST INGENIOUS WAYS.

This is what KLEIN frameless sliding glass door/wall systems let you do in your hotel’s environments achieving both aesthetic and environmental goals.

Your design will finally move with elegance and precision.

Interior Space is not infinite. KLEIN systems just make it seem so. Abundant glass will allow visibility, connectivity, and natural daylight while the sliding movement will allow additional space saving. With nothing to distract the eye, KLEIN is a clear choice for the imaginative design you have in mind.

Hospitality interior glass doors

specs.klein-usa.com
The use of glass allows a clean, crisp, and contemporary visual experience that also offers transparency, views, and plenty of natural light. This not only provides the feeling of openness, but also minimizes the need for conventional lighting.

Consider this design approach when trying to create not only a special design with frameless glass walls into the lobby or dining/relaxing room, but when you desire to have wider access to these environments reaching a clear opening up to 5 meters free of floor tracks. The synchronized mechanism of “Extendo” for instance slides (opens/closes) the doors simultaneously while sliding only the lead door with more efficient and elegant movement. The lobby is the guest’s first impression of the hotel’s design, make sure guests are amazed!
Bathroom partitions

CREATE SIMPLE YET SOPHISTICATED APPLICATIONS

Abundant glass allows visibility, connectivity, and natural daylight to flow through the space and grant guests a strong connection with the room by providing plenty of light and openness within their surroundings while keeping a modern look with distinctive glass patterns.

The glass design plays a significant role as a dividing wall or door, but also disappears in the space when the track is recessed into the soffit. Whether you choose a single door sliding along an existing wall or along fixed glass sidelite panels, KLEIN systems will provide your design the aesthetic finish your customers will appreciate for years.
Creation of an elegant bathroom entrance within the room can easily be combined with the openness of the living place. With non-conventional door enclosures and floor to ceiling glass panels, the imagination not only comes to reality but reveals new ways of entering bath environments.

Corner door applications can also be a great way to create new entrances into the bedroom. Whether you integrate them into a glass cube or apply them on dry wall, the bi-parting or telescopic systems will make your application truly unique. The benefit of a large corner clear opening will inspire your clients while they are looking for a unique design for their most demanding guests.
Integrating the sliding door into a shower/bathtub enclosure enhances aesthetic, space saving design and elegance of the bath space.

This design approach gives you flexibility in how you wish to place your panels whether your design tends for a single door or includes one or several fixed glass side-lite panels. The top track is either exposed, side mounted, or recessed for better integration of the environment. The use of a short 90° glass panel return helps closing the opening with continuity to reach a more elegant design.
Dividing space with elegance and minimalism might be a challenge. Make sure you make the right choice.

Whether you decide to include large wood doors with or without glass patterns or to opt for an entire frameless glass movable wall, the design has to make an impact when designing suites. KLEIN systems help you to find the balance between efficiency of space saving and beauty of the division. Recessing hardware is not an issue anymore. Whether you wish to wall mount, ceiling, soffit or even pocket we have a large choice for you. Keep up with the times, the sliding door is a sensation worth experiencing!
A lot of attention is given to guest rooms and other environments of the hotel, but why not impress visiting guests while they attend general functions in conference environments.

The use of sliding frameless glass or wood panels around conference areas will certainly make your design statement. Most meeting environments face a typical design challenge... how do we more fully open a conference space for ease of entry/exit? KLEIN easily responds by offering many options which include: telescopic, synchronized or bi-parting systems which maximize a clear opening free of floor tracks or other obstructions. Allow KLEIN to assist you in creating an environment which will impress any guest visiting for the first time or back for a second look!
### Application Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BI PARTING DOORS</th>
<th>SINGLE DOOR</th>
<th>FIXED AND SLIDING DOORS</th>
<th>CORNER DOORS</th>
<th>TELESCOPIC DOORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROLMATIC</td>
<td>UNIKGLASS+</td>
<td>ROLLGlass+</td>
<td>UNIKMATIC CORNER</td>
<td>EXTENDO 2 DOORS WITH GLASS SIDELITES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIKMATIC</td>
<td>POCKET GLASS</td>
<td>UNIKGLASS+ AIR</td>
<td>ROLMATIC CORNER</td>
<td>EXTENDO 2 DOORS WITH WALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTENDO 4 DOORS WITH GLASS SIDELITES</td>
<td>SLID</td>
<td>LIGNEA</td>
<td>EXTENDO CORNER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITE+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Customize all possible configurations on specs.klein-usa.com

KLEIN soft closing (KSC) available with Rollglass+, Lignea, Unikglass+ and Unikglass+ AIR

Other brake options: Self Closing and KLEIN Brake System (KBS)
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